
Diamond Wire
Diamond Wire is the most under-rated and under-utilized diamond tool in construction or more correctly, in controlled demolition. It is the only tool
which is ‘pulled’ through the material being cut rather than ‘pushed’. The machines therefore employ a variety of methods to take up the slack as
the wire gets closer to finishing the cut. As wire is flexible and has no predetermined shape of cut, it can be wrapped around objects with complex
forms, with super-large dimensions or with no means of attaching a saw or drill. Wire is relatively silent and causes little disturbance to a working
environment, saving down time in for example on a factory shop floor.
The so-called beads are available either electroplated for faster cutting or sintered for longer life.
Cooling is essential and apart from water, choosing a good length of wire will help cooling and prolong tool life.Diamond
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The New Dimension
Cutting in Stone and Concrete!
Diamond Wire!
The advancement of diamond wire and the machines that utilize this method of cutting,

have evolved to give the stone industry new dimensions in quarrying and processing

of dimensional stone.

For quarrying larger and smoother cuts are possible, and the quarry machines can

run un-attended. For gantry wire saws contour cutting is possible as well as squaring

of blocks and slabs.

In the construction applications special wires and machines are used, mainly to cut

complicated configurations in walls.

Toolgal has a complete line of diamond wires, available from electroplated to sintered

beads wire or the new vacuum brazed beads wire for marble and soft stone!


